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Gta liberty city stories cheats

в: Коды, GTA Liberty City Истории Английский Доля Будьте предупреждены, что использование читов может вызвать непреднамеренные побочные эффекты, отключить достижения, и / или препятствовать прогрессу игры. Используйте читы на свой собственный риск. PSP Оружие Установить 1 UP, КВАДРАТ, СУАРД, DOWN, LEFT, СУАРД, СУАРД, RIGHT
Оружие Установить 2 UP, CIRCLE, CIRCLE, DOWN, LEFT, CIRCLE, CIRCLE, RIGHT Weapon Set 3 UP, X, X, DOWN, LEFT, X, X, RIGHT Get $250000 L1, R1, TRIANGLE, L1, R1, CIRCLE, L1, R1 Armor L1, R1, CIRCLE, L1, R1, X, L1, R1, R1 Health L1, R1, X, L1, R1, R1 Поднять разыскиваемый уровень L1, R1, SQUARE, L1, R1, TRIANGLE, L1, R1 Никогда не хотел
L1, L1, TRIANGLE, R1, R1, X, СКУАР, CIRCLE Солнечная погода L1, L1, CIRCLE, R1, R 1, СУАРМ, ТРЕУГОЛЬ, X Ясная Погода UP, DOWN, CIRCLE, UP, DOWN, СУАРД, L1, R1 Пасмурная погода UP, DOWN, X, UP, DOWN, TRIANGLE, L1, R1 Дождливая погода UP, DOWN, СУАРМ, UP, DOWN , CIRCLE , L1, R1 Туманная погода UP, DOWN, TRIANGLE, UP,
DOWN, X, L1, R1 Spawn Rhino L1, L1, LEFT, L1, L1, RIGHT, TRIANGLE, CIRCLE Faster Clock L1, L1, LEFT, L1, L1, RIGHT, CIRCLE, X Уничтожают все автомобили L1, L1, LEFT, L1, L1, RIGHT, X, SQUARE Play как Pedestrian L1, L1, LEFT, L1, L1, L1, L1, R1, LEFT, SQUARE Peds Attack You L1, L1, R1, L1, L1, R1, UP, TRIANGLE Peds имеют оружие R1, R1, L1, R1,
R1, L1, RIGHT, CIRCLE Faster Gameplay R1, R1, L1, R1, R1, L1, DOWN, X Slower Gameplay R1, TRIANGLE, X, R1, СУАРМ, CIRCLE, LEFT, RIGHT Perfect Traction, Down-Car Hop L1, UP, LEFT, R1, TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, DOWN, X Media Attention Meter L1 , UP, RIGHT, R1, TRIANGLE, СУАРД, DOWN , X Совершить самоубийство L1, DOWN, LEFT, R1, X, CIRCLE,
UP, TRIANGLE Все зеленые огни TRIANGLE, TRIANGLE, R1, СУАРМ, СУАРД, L1, X, X Агрессивные драйверы СУАРМ, СУАРМ, R1, X, L1, L1, SQUARE, SQUARE Spawn Trashmaster, CIRCLE, DOWN, TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, UP, L1, L1 Cars Drive On Water CIRCLE, X, DOWN, CIRCLE, X, UP, L1, L1 Nearest Ped входит в ваш автомобиль X, СУАРМ, DOWN, X,
КВАДРАТ, UP, R1, R1 Некоторые Peds следовать за вами DOWN, DOWN, DOWN, TRIANGLE, TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, L1, R1 Все Педы имеют большие головы DOWN, DOWN, DOWN, CIRCLE, CIRCLE, X, L1, R1 Upside Down - DOWN, DOWN, X, X, SQUARE, R1, L1 Upside Down X, X, X, DOWN, DOWN, RIGHT, L1, R1 Разблокировать многопользовательские
вещи 1 UP, UP, UP, СУАРМ, КВАДРАТ , ТРЕУГОЛЬ, R1, L1 Разблокировать многопользовательские вещи 2 UP, CIRCLE, CIRCLE, X, L1, R1 Unlock Многопользовательский stuff 3 UP, UP, TRIANGLE, TRIANGLE, CIRCLE, L1, R1 Change Bike Tire Size CIRCLE, RIGHT, X, UP, RIGHT, X, L1, SQUARE Display Game Credits L1, R1, L1, R1, UP, DOWN, L1, R1, R1 All
Vehicles Chrome Plated TRIANGLE, R1, L1, DOWN, DOWN, R1, R1, R1, это делает полиции Maverick в Chrome, moving plane chrome, subway/El Train chrome too. It will also make chrome headlights too, such as Bobcat. PS2 Code Effect ▲, R1, L1, W, R1, R1, ▲ All Vehicles Chrome Coated, →, X, No, →, X, L1, No Change Bike Tire Size L1, R1, L1, R1, No, L1, R1 Display
Game Credits, W, X, L1, R1 Tony and Pedestrians have big heads, W, W, ▲, ▲, R1, R1, ▲, X Sunny Weather, W, L1, R1 Clear Weather, W, X, H, ▲ L1, R1 Cloudy Weather, Issues, R1, X, X, L1, , Aggressive Drivers ▲, ▲, R1, q, L1, X, X All Green Lights L1, q, ←, R1, X, K, ▲ suicide L1, K, ←, R1, ▲, W, X Perfect Traction R1, R1, L1, R1, R1, L1, No, X Faster Gameplay R1,
▲, X, R1, No, No. , ←, → Slower Gameplay R1, R1, L1, R1, R1, L1, →, - Peds Have Weapons L1, L1, R1, L1, R1, R1, ←, Peds Riot L1, L1, L1, L1, L1 R1, UP, ▲ Peds Attack You, Q, UP, Q, L1, R1 Rainy Weather L1, L1, ←, L1, L1, →, X, - destroy all L1, L1, ← L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, →, W, X Fast Watch L1, L1, ←, L1, →, ▲, - Caviar Rhinoceros, W, ▲, W, X,
L1, R1 Foggy Weather L1, R1, X, L1, R1, No. (Red Bar) L1, R1, ▲, L1, R1, No, L1, R1 Money Cheat ($250,000) L1, R1, Q, L1, R1, X, L1, R1 Full Armor (Blue Bar) , W, ←, → Weapons Set 2 , X, X, q, ←, X, → Weapons Set 3, W, W, ←, B, → Guns Set 1 L1, L1, ▲, R1, R1, X, No ▲. R1 Raise Wanted Level (at 2 stars) : , R1, ▲, ▲, L1 ▲ ▲, , K, →, R1, ▲, W, X Shows media
attention for police chace ▲, W, ▲, L1, L1 Spawn Trashmaster X, z, W, R1, R1 calls nearest jump on your car. Video Reads GTA Liberty City Community Stories Content is available according to CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories Strategy Guide CelebrityGamer - Corey Feldman Interview Review Cheat Code Warning Recommended that
you don't save the game while the codes have been included. This can affect your game stats, and can cause glitches. In addition, some codes cannot be disabled. All pedestrians, cars, Portland, Staunton Island, and Shoreside Vale are unlocked in multiplayer mode During the game, click Up (3), Triangle (2), Circle, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear.
Fourteen pedestrians, Portland, two gangs unlocked in multiplayer mode During the game, click Up (3), Square (2), Triangle, R, L. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Twenty-eight Portland, Staunton Island, four gangs unlocked in multiplayer mode During the game, click Up (3), Circle (2), X, L, R. If you correctly entered the code, a message will appear.
Forty-three pedestrians, two seats, seven gangs unlocked in multiplayer mode During the game, click Up (3), X (2), Square, R, L. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Weapon (level 1) During the game, click Up, Square (2), down, left, square (2), right. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Brass knuckles, a knife, Molotov cocktails, a 9mm
pistol, a shotgun, a Tec-9, an AK-47, a flamethrower and a sniper rifle will be unlocked. To get endless ammunition for this or other levels of weapon, repeatedly turn on the code until the ammunition number appears under the gun photos. Note: The inclusion of this code will result in a significant drop in street credo points. You can check your creds in the stats menu on the pause
screen. Weapon (level 2) During the game, Click Up, Circle (2), Down, Left, Circle (2), Right. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Katana sword, grenades, revolver, sawn-off shotgun, Uzi, M16, grenade launcher, and laser sight sniper rifle will be unlocked. To get endless ammunition for this or other levels of weapon, repeatedly turn on the code until the
ammunition number appears under the gun photos. Note: The inclusion of this code will result in a significant drop in street credo points. You can check your creds in the stats menu on the pause screen. Weapon (level 3) During the game, click Up, X (2), Down, Left, X (2), right. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Chainsaws, grenades, revolver, SMG, shotgun,
mini gun and sniper rifle will be unlocked. To get endless ammunition for this or other levels of weapon, repeatedly turn on the code until the ammunition number appears under the gun photos. Note: The inclusion of this code will result in a significant drop in street credo points. You can check your creds in the stats menu on the pause screen. Full health During the game, click L,
R, X, L, R, Square, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. If this code is turned on when your car smokes or is damaged, it will be repaired. Additional armor During the game, click L, R, Circle, L, R, X, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. $250,000 During the game, click L, R, Triangle, L, R, Circle, L, R. If you entered the code
correctly, a message will appear. Wanted level disabled During the game, click L(2), Triangle, R(2), X, Square, Circle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. If this code is enabled, you can never have a wanted level. Wanted level increased during the game, click L, R, Square, L, R, Triangle, L, R. If you correctly entered the code, Appears. View the media attention
level During the game, click L, Up, Right, R, Triangle, Square, Down, X. If you correctly entered the code, a message will appear. Continue to break the law until the media level is displayed. Drive on the water During the game, click Circle, X, Down, Circle, X, Up, L(2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Better handling vehicles During the game, click L, Up,
Left, R, Triangle, Circle, Down, X. If you correctly entered the code, a message will appear. Click down after this code is turned on to make your car jump. Caviar Rhino during the game, click L (2), Left, L(2), Right, Triangle, Circle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Trashmaster Caviar During the game, tap triangle, circle, down, triangle, circle, up, L(2). If you
enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Ride with a passenger While in the car with nearby pedestrians, click X, Square, Down, X, Square, Up, R(2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. The nearest person will enter your car or ride a bike. Change the size of motorcycle tires During the game, click Circle, Right, X, Up, Right, X, L, Square. If you enter the
code correctly, a message will appear. Repeat the code to cycle tire sizes between large, small and normal. Destroy all cars During the game, click L (2), left, L (2), right, X, square. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Aggressive drivers During the game, click square (2), R, X (2), L, Circle (2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Black Traffic
During the game, click Circle (2), R, Triangle, L, Square (2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. White Traffic During the game, click X (2), R, Circle (2), L, Triangle (2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Chrome Traffic During the game, click triangle, R, L, Down (2), R (2), triangle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Traffic
lights are always green during the game, click Triangle, Triangle, R, Square, Square, L, X(2). If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Sunny Weather During the game, click L(2), Circle, R(2), Square, Triangle, X. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Clear weather During the game, click up, down, circle, up, down, square, L, R. If you correctly
entered the code, a message will appear. Cloudy weather During the game, click Up, Down, X, Up, Down, Triangle, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Rainy weather During the game, click Up, down, square, up, down, circle, L, R. If you correctly entered the code, a message will appear. Foggy weather During the game, click up, down, triangle, up,
down, X, L, R. If you entered the code is correct, the message will appear. Pedestrians riot during the game, click L (2), R, L (2), R, Left, Square. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Pedestrians attack you during the game, click L(2), R, L(2), R, Up, Triangle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Pedestrians have weapons during the game, click
R(2), L, R(2), L, Right, Circle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Pedestrians follow you during the game, click Down (3), Triangle (2), Circle, L, R. If you correctly enter the code, a message will appear. Random walking suits During the game, click L(2), Left, L(2), Right, Square, Triangle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Note: Once this
code is turned on four times, it blocks your movement if it is not done in one of the following conditions. If your traffic is blocked, either reboot the saved game file, or turn on the code commit suicide to return to normal life in the hospital with a new suit. When inside the car or on the bike, enter the car or with get on the bike, turn on the code and then click the triangle to get out of
the car or bike. Your controls won't be blocked. You can also go back to the same car and repeat it as many times as you would like. Fast gameplay During the game, click R(2), L, R(2), L, Down, X. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Slowing down gameplay During the game, click R, Triangle, X, R, Square, Circle, Left, Right. If you enter the code correctly, a
message will appear. Faster game time During the game, click L (2), Left, L (2), Right, Circle, X. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Big Head Mode During the game, click Down (3), Circle (2), X, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Upside down During the game, click Down (3), X(2), Square, R, L. If you entered the code correctly, a
message will appear. Upside down During the game, click X (3), Down (2), Right, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Back to normal upside down while playing, click Triangle (3), Up (2), Right, L, R. If you correctly entered the code, a message will appear. Back to normal upside down during the game, click Up (3), Triangle (2), Square, R, L. If you
correctly entered the code, a message will appear. Suicide while playing, click L, Down, Left, R, X, Circle, Up, Triangle. If you enter the code correctly, a message will appear. Browse game credits During the game, click L, R, L, R, Up, Down, L, R. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. Complete bonuses Get 100% complete by finishing all mission line history, all
side jobs, all races in first place, complete all 24 unique jumps, complete a list of cars for Love Media, find all 100 hidden and survive all 20 disturbances. The tank will now appear in Fort Staunton, and the boats can be taken to Portaland. All multiplayer costumes will also be available in Single Player mode. Also, successfully complete all Rampages for the M60 to spawn in your
hideout. Note: You won't get an M60 with any of the weapon cheats. Bonus ambulance mission steal ambulance and click up to start ambulance missions. Reach level 12 to get an endless sprint. Fire bonus mission steal fire engine and click up to start fire missions. Reach level 12 to be fireproof. Bonus Mission Food Delivery Go to a well-stacked Pizza Shop in Staunton Island or
a noodle punk shop in Portland. Start your delivery missions and reach Level 9 to increase your maximum health by 25 points. Taxi missions bonus Steal a taxi and click to start a taxi driver's mission. Disembark 100 passengers to unlock the cockpit of Bickle '76. Vigilante Mission Bonus Steal a Police Car and Click Up to Start Vigilante Missions. Reach level 12 to get a maximum
of 150 bulletproof points. To easily complete Vigilante missions, turn on the Spawn Rhino code, then go into the tank and click up to start the Vigilante mission. Crash into cars and bikes you chase and they explode. A good citizen bonus Is when you see a cop chasing someone on the sidewalk, if you run up to a person chasing and hit him, you get a $50 Good Citizen Bonus.
Make sure to only hit it once; If you continue and kill a man, the policeman will want to fight you. No loss of money when Busted successfully complete the mission of the Avenging Angels on Staunton Island. Spirit E and PJC on Staunton Island Safe Home Deliver all sixteen cars on the love media garage list in Bedford. The Super Angel Bike (Bulletproof) at Portland Safe House
successfully complete the Avenging Angels missions in Portland. Super Earth Stalker (bulletproof) at Shoreside Vale Safe House successfully completes the mission of avenging the Angels in Shoreside Vale. Upgraded Sanchez successfully completed all ten courses in Bump and Grinds on the Dirt Bike Course in Portland. Costume Antonio Successfully complete the Creation
Tony mission to unlock Antonio's costume. Avenging Angel Costume successfully complete the Frighteners mission to unlock the Avenue Angel costume. The chauffeur suit successfully complete the Rollercoaster Ride mission to unlock the chauffeur's suit. Cox mascot costume Win SlashTV twice to unlock the costume of the Coke mascot. Dragon Jumpsuit Successfully
completes the Crazy 69 mission to unlock the Dragon Jumpsuit. Goodfella Costume Successfully complete the Overdose of Trouble mission to unlock the Goodfella costume. Costume King Jumpsuit Successfully complete all missions to unlock the King Jumpsuit costume. Costume Successfully Complete Portland Portland Masquerade is a mission to unlock the costume. Sweat
Costume Successfully Complete Walk in the Mission Park to unlock the sweat suit. Tuxedo suit Successfully complete a date with the death mission to unlock the tuxedo costume. The lingerie suit successfully complete one unique jump to get the underwear suit. Wise Suit Guy Successfully Complete a Shoot The Messenger mission to unlock the Wise Guy's costume. Hidden
Rewards package there are a total of 100 hidden packages in the game, 40 in Portland, 30 in Staunton Island, and 30 in Shoreside Vale. Aside from getting $250 when each package is collected, the next reward will appear in your safe homes when you collect the required number of packages: Pistol: 10 Hidden Shotgun Packages: 20 Hidden Body Armor Packages: 30 Hidden
Mp5 Pistol Packages: 40 Hidden Python Pistol Packages: 50 Hidden Packages M4 Pistol: 60 Packages Laser Hidden Sighting Sniper Rifle: 70 Hidden Packages MP5 Pistol: 80 : 90 Hidden Packages $50,000: 100 Hidden Packages Avenging Angels Missions Successfully Complete Leon McOffrey's Crazy 69 Mission to Unlock Avenging Angels Side Missions. Go to the same park
where the mission took place, dressed in the fatigue of Angels Avenue at night. Look for another angel angel (they are dressed the same way). Click next to it to start a vigilante-style murder spree. In these missions you will fight with different groups of hooligans around Staunton Island. The best strategy is to run them down in the car, or use melee blade weapons to cut them
down. Use Molotov cocktails, grenades and other weapons that can howled several opponents at once. If your friend Avenging Angel dies, you must find another within term or the mission ends. Endless shotgun ammunition stand outside the Amma Nation store and target the man behind the counter. Kill him, then take his shotgun and drive away a few blocks away. Go back to
the store and it will be reinvented with another shotgun that you can once again take from him. Endless Sprint Instead of keeping X to run, repeatedly click X. Get to other areas early to reach Staunton Island early, go to the Kalahan Bridge and turn on the drive on the water code. Get off the bridge and get into the water, and then go to the docks. Drive your car to the docks. Make
sure it's not a good car as you can't take it with you. You're on Stanton Island right now. It also works for Liberty City. Exceeding the garage limit Get a motorcycle and park it at the garage door. Jump off, and after the garage door opens, quickly press the Triangle to return and press X to guide it before the door closes again. With the car, keep pushing it to the garage door until he
and then keep pushing it while it's inside. The park vehicle is already in the garage halfway to keep the door up. Then come, like so many others. how you can fit. Make sure you can reach the door on them or you may not be able to get them. Light fistfight When attacking the enemy during a fistfight (or using brass knuckles), run to them and hit the circle repeatedly. Even if you'll
just be running into them and can stay still, you'll continue to perform a running kick attack. If you keep tapping the circle, Tony will continue to do this attack quickly and your enemy will not have a chance to strike back. Barracks OL (army truck) Find the landfill and go into it. Next to the wall will be barrack OL (army truck). FBI Car Get Five Star Wanted Level and FBI cars will
appear. Once you see one, turn on the Wanted Level to disable the code and quickly get into the FBI before it goes away. When you are driving an FBI car, turn on the siren and all the other cars will move to the side. It also has good speed and handling. Hellanbach GT If you are looking for a Hellanbach GT for LoveMedia crazy car succumb, there are two ways to get one. First,
to complete Level 4 in the car salesman's mission. He's going to show up at the salon. Second place can be found in Shoreside Vale. Head to the first house in the lower row of houses in the Cedar Grove area. Look at the driveway to the garage. If it's not there, go left or right, then turn back. There must be one sitting in front of the garage. You can also get a Hellenbach GT
during a mission where you have to kill a Sindacco gang member. JP will call and tell you to take his car as an advance on the money he owes you. This Hellenbach GT car. Save the car in your garage until you need it for a love fist car giveaway. Thunder-Rod When you make the third or fourth mission for Ma Cipriani called Grease Sucho, you have to win the race. Once you win,
you have to kill Sucho. He'll be in the car with the flame down the side, called Thunder-Rod. You have to ram the car to pull it out so you can kill it. However, don't let the car explode. If you do, it will be very difficult to complete the game later. In the Love Media mission you have to deliver sixteen different cars. and Thunder-Rod is one of them. Once you ram Sucho's car enough to
make him get out, kill him and then take the car and put it in your garage. Katana After completing the mission of Leon McAffrey Crazy 69, you will hold the sword samuri used during the mission. This is a very good weapon for your melee slot as it will usually kill enemies with a single punch. Use it for Angel Angels missions when fighting gangs to save ammunition for later levels.
You can cut many swarm opponents at once if you keep moving around and pushing the circle. M60's Vale There is an M60 in the airport parking lot. There must be a small hole to your left. When you go through it, there is a ramp going on at the top of the fire station. To your left when you are you There's a ledge going on around the airport. There's a secret bag and a magnum.
Keep walking around the airport until you're stuck. There is a small gap between the edge and the hanger of the aircraft. Drive the edges onto the plane's hanger to find the M60 with 100 munitions. Changing the size of the moon Use a sniper rifle to look at the moon. Shoot the moon with a sniper rifle to make it increase in size. Repeat this to make it grow bigger until it returns to
its original size. Free shotgun and ammunition Find a police car to get a free shotgun or bullet for it. Free items At the beginning of the game you can buy everything you want. During one of the first missions you have to go to Amma Nation. Choose a gun and you won't pay. You can also go to Pay 'N Spray for free the first few times. The best weapon aimed while holding an R,
click down. Holding L also allows for more controlled aiming (slows down the movement of sights). It works for a pistol, shotgun, assault rifle and mini gun. Use this method designed to pull gang members into their cars, pop tires, or shoot down helicopters. Kill someone without getting stars Get a car (recommended) or bike and then ride fast enough so you can jump out of it and
kill someone at the same time. Drive directly to the target and jump out. It won't work if you pop out too late. You can also hit police cars by doing this and not get into trouble. You can hit gang members and they won't chase you. However, if you do this with someone the police are chasing, the officer in pursuit will aimlessly escape. Killers Once you complete the Mission No Son
Of Mine, Ma will put a hit on you. When the killer tries to attack, kill him, as it will not be difficult to kill. He has to carry money, body armor and a good gun. Motorcycle passenger Using the vehicle to ram the motorcycle with two people sitting on it. Then get on the bike and shoot at the driver, but not in the back of the passenger. If done correctly, the remaining passenger will jump
back on the bike and sit behind you as you drive around. Note: You will not be able to bail out the bike while driving as the rear passenger will block you from being able to jump off. To get rid of the passenger, just get off the bike and shoot him. Snow To change the weather to snow, find a car shop in Portland. Start a car dealership mission where you have to sell cars to people
by doing what they want. If you get to level 9, it will start snow to make it more difficult to drive in. chrome-coated bat Turn Chrome code and then pick up the bat in your Portland safe home. Easier to complete a mission Once you get the point where you can do missions for Ma Cipriani (C on the map), don't keep doing them until they're your only option. After Ma No, my son's son
she'll send the killers after you. They will appear until they are all killed, making future missions more difficult to complete. Easy Completion of Mission Peace In this mission, you have to take control of The Car of Paulie Siddaco and kill gang members. Turn on the code Pedestrians follow you. Taking control of his car, he will come out. Drive to the area where you kill the gang and
they won't attack you, making it easier for you to kill them. Once you complete the mission, Paulie Siddaco will be in your van. Big air to get great air from any car, turn on the size of motorcycle tires and then use any bike to fly over the cars. Also drive at top speed on the PCJ-600 on the wrong side of the road. When you see Banshee, drive straight into it. It works even better with
Sanchez. Drive the destroyed vehicle Find the vehicle with the driver in it. Click Triangle to get into the car and immediately turn on destroy all the cars code. If done correctly, you should be in the vehicle, but it will be on fire. Turn on the Full Health code to put out the fire. Now you can do things like in a regular car. If you take it in Pay N Spray, the vehicle will be fixed but still look
burned. Car stuck on bridge While driving on the bridge that connects Staunton Island and Shoreside Vale, you can get someone's car stuck in the bridge. To do this, wait until the bridge is up and then hit the car about halfway through the bridge with it halfway hanging over the edge. When the middle part of the bridge comes back down that car has to get stuck and half of it
sticking out of the bridge. Bleeding vehicles Take a normal shotgun and walk straight up to the rhino. Use your hand aim and shoot straight at the rhino. It will be a jerk of blood, as if it were a man. It can also be done with other cars and objects, but it is best when the rhino is targeted because it does not explode. It works well at the airport so you don't get the wanted level. Note:
Blood only jerks when you fire from certain points of view; Down and right a little bit works better and you have to be directly against the tank and use a manual target to do so. A drive over the wall in Staunton Island in the Rockford area, right next to the hospital is a construction site. Get the PCJ 600 and ride it to the red bar at the entrance of the construction site and break it.
Then, back up time and go as fast as possible. Go up the mud pile ramp inside the construction site. When you are on the first roof, go to the second roof at the same time by bike. Then go to the wall to your right and slowly ride into it. Note: Perhaps you do it more than once. If done correctly, you should fall into the wall. When you make a fall, you'll be in the unfinished tunnels
below. The only way to get out is to die. Smiley face sign in Staunton Island look for a place where you should chase chase to church missions. It's a garage-like place. Find the white stairs and climb them. Go to the roof to your right and then run straight forward. Jump to the right of the wall. Follow this wall until you find the ramp. Once you reach the ramp, don't approach it.
Continue to follow the wall and run back to back. Turn left to find a hidden location. In Grand Theft Auto 3, the sign read: You don't think to be here. Instead, the sign has a smiley face with a message you just can't get enough of this alley, right?. Fly the helicopter in calm before the storm mission During this mission for JD, when the helicopter makes its second stop on top of the
building in the red light district, get the bike. Prepare him for the stars. Make sure no one is killed or the mission is over. Then click the Triangle, standing next to the helicopter to sit on it and fly around. Chinese Food After Wong Side Of The Tracks Mission After completing the Wong Side Tracks side of the mission, go directly to your Portland Asylum. You should see Chinese
food on the table inside the safe. Game of Death Links After completing Leon McAffrey Crazy 69 mission where you run around in the park and kill gang members with the samuri sword, you get a Dragon jumpsuit version of the clothes in your safe. This article of clothing is exactly the same as the one that Bruce Lee wore in his 1973 film The Death Game. Grand Theft Auto: Vice
City Links During the introduction of the sequence for the Biker Heat mission, the poster above Mary's bed depicts members of the imaginary rock band Love Fist, which was the band Tommy Vercetti befriended and completed missions in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. Play Italian Set your system language in Italian and then start the game. The game menu, messages, mission
notes, and even some car names (police, ambulance, etc.) and locations (Francis International Airport, etc.) will be in Italian. However, it is not spoken, but the subtitles will be in Italian. Note: This does not work with any other language. Real Equivalents of Banshee Vehicle: Dodge Viper RT/10 / Shelby Series One Bobcat: Ford Ranger Blista: Dodge Caravan BF Injections:
Modified Volkswagen Sand Buggy Cheetah: Ferrari Testarossa Deimos SP: Nissan 300'X Hellenbach GT: Dodge Challenger / AMC AMX Infernus: Jaguar XJR J 220 V8 Ghost: Lotus Espirt V8 Phobos VT: Chevrolet Camaro / Pontiac Firebird TransAm Stinger / Yakuza Stinger: Porsche Boxter Thunder Rodd: 1939 Dodge Sedan Delivery Police: Chevrolet Caprice Pursuit Taxi:
Chevrolet Caprice FBI Cruiser: Chevrolet Caprice Pursuit Forelli Exsess: Sentinel / Leone Sentinel: BMW 3 Series Yardie Lobo: Chevrolet Impala / El Camino Patriot: Hummer H1 Stretching: Lincoln Continental Limousine Ambulance: Ford E350 Rumpo Ambulance: Ford E250 Van Firetruck: American LaFrance LaFrance грузовик Esparanto: Cadillac Coupe DeVille Kuruma:
Dodge Stratus Cabbie: Chevrolet Bel Air Landstalker: Mitsubishi Montero Sport Idaho: 70's Dodge 440 двухдверный Manana: Geo Storm Bus: International Blue Bird Moonbeam: Chevy Van Yankee / Triad Fish Van: Ford Econoline 350 Linerunner: Freightliner / Peterbuilt Cab Freeway / Angel
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